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The melting properties of a cluster withN equally charged particles confined by a Coulomb potential are
studied. The system exhibits a structural phase transition before it melts. The melting process is not dominated
by the usual thermal hops between stable states. We also show that the symmetry of the ground state configu-
ration is a dominant factor in determining the melting temperature and that more confined particles in the
cluster do not necessarily have a higher melting temperature.
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The melting phenomenon in three-dimensionals3Dd crys-
tals is significantly different from the melting in two-
dimensionals2Dd crystals. In the latter case, and as pointed
out by several authors, the transition from a solid phase to a
complete isotropic liquid phase can be characterized by a
two-step process with an intermediary hexatic phasef1g.
However, such a melting scenario is not unique and depends
on the systems. Furthermore, melting of 2D clusters is non-
universalf2,3g.

For 2D finite crystals of charged particles, the melting
also proceeds in a two-step process. Initially, there is an ori-
entational disordering characterized by a relative rotation of
neighboring shells, in which the internal order is retained.
With further increasing of temperature, a radial melting is
initiated, and a complete disordering in the system takes
placesliquid phased. Such a behavior was observed in both a
classical and quantum approachf4,5g.

In general, the thermodynamic properties and the melting
point of clusters are determined by a few low-lying meta-
stable statesse.g., topological defects in strongly coupled
two-dimensional systemsf1,6gd. Thermal fluctuations allow
transitions between the ground state and these low-lying
metastable states that are responsible for the breakdown of
the ordered state. Such a scenario is applicable when the
involved configurations are sufficiently robust to temperature
fluctuations up to about the melting temperature. Further-
more, the height of the saddle points, separating the relevant
configurations, should not be too large so that these thermal
fluctuations can drive the system over these energy barriers.

In this paper, we investigate a system that does not follow
the above melting scenario. The first characteristic of the
system is that its ground state exhibits a very asymmetric
configuration. Different metastable states may be present, but
they are not essential for the complete melting process. A
second important characteristic is the relative easy deform-
ability of the configuration, i.e., it requires little energy to

excite the normal modes. A very interesting feature of the
present system is the dependence of the melting phenomenon
on the symmetry of the ground state configuration. The key
ingredient in our system to realize these properties, is atun-
able confinement potential.

Our system consists ofN identically charged particles
with charge −e, which are confined to move in a 2D plane
and which are held together by a positive chargeZe that is
displaced a distanced from the 2D plane. As compared to
parabolically confined systems, this system has the advan-
tage that it enables us to tune the strength of the confinement
chargeZ. In other words, we are considering a system in a
nonuniform positive background, in contrast to the previous
models that considered a uniform neutralizing positive back-
ground. The present system is not purely academic, but may
be realized experimentally. For example, it is well known
that electrons above a liquid helium surface form a 2D elec-
tron layer. Now one can insert impurities in the substrate
supporting the helium film, which may confine the electrons
laterally.

The Hamiltonian of the system can be approximated by
f7g
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Here the symbole stands for the dielectric constant, andr
=hx,yj is the two component position vector of the 2Dstwo-
dimensionald particle. If we express the electron energy in
units ofE0=e2/ed and all the distances in units ofd, Eq. s1d
can be rewritten in the following dimensionless form:
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The temperatureT of the system will be considered in units
of T0=E0/kB, with kB Boltzmann’s constant. The ground
state configurations were found by using the Monte Carlo
sMCd techniquesMetropolis algorithmf8gd combined with a
modified Newton methodf9g to enhance the accuracy and
the convergence. The particles were initially put in random
positions within some circular area and then allowed to reach
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a steady state configuration after about 105 simulation steps.
To check if the obtained configuration is stable, we calcu-
lated the frequencies of the normal modes of the systemf9g.
The configuration was taken as final when all frequencies of
the normal modes were real and the energy did not decrease
further. In order to study melting, the system was heated up
swhere temperature was increased by steps of typicallydT
<10−3d and equilibrated at the new temperature during 5
3104–105 MC stepssone MC step corresponds with a dis-
placement of all particlesd. After annealing, the average en-
ergy is calculated, together with the mean squared radial dis-
placement

kuR
2l ;

1
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N
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wherea is the average distance between the electrons at zero
temperature. The symbolk l stands for an average over typi-
cally 33107 MC steps after equilibration of the system. The
quantity kuR

2l gives us information about the average ampli-
tude of the oscillating motion of the particles around their
equilibrium positions. For a critical temperature, this quan-
tity starts to increase in a fast manner, and whenkuR

2l<0.1
the system is considered melted, according to the modified
Lindemann criterionf10g.

Because of the nonparabolic nature of the confining po-
tential, we showed earlier that this system exhibits very in-
teresting properties as a function ofZ, like structural phase
transitions, overcharging, evaporation, and spontaneous sym-
metry breakingf11–13g. Nonsymmetric configurations were
previously also foundf14g, but they were a result of a par-
ticular inter-particle interaction. The ground state, the meta-
stable state, and the normal modes were studied previously
and exhibited several interesting behavior, some of which did
not have their equal in the well-studied parabolic confined
dots f4,9,15,16g.

Here we consider temperature-induced phase transitions
and melting in such clusters. An important question is: does
the confinement strength determine the melting temperature,
or is it the symmetry of the configuration that is more impor-
tant? As will be shown, the melting can occur as a two-step
process and the symmetry of the ground state configuration
appears as an important factor determining the melting tem-
peraturesTmd. In general, we found even structural phase
transitions before the system melts completely.

In Fig. 1, the mean squared radial displacement is pre-
sented as a function of temperature for clusters withN
=10,9,8,7,6,5particles and with constant positive confine-
ment chargeZ=10. The corresponding ground state configu-
rations are presented in Fig. 2. Metastable states were not
observed in these cases. Intuitively one expects that the neu-
tral systemsN=Z=10d, which has the smallest effective con-
finement energy per particle, has the lowest melting tempera-
ture Tm, while for the charged systemssN=9,8,7,6,5d a
higherTm is expected because they are stronger confined due
to the net charge of the system. Surprisingly, such a behavior
is not observed in Fig. 1 where it is shown that the cluster
N=9 has a higherTm than the clustersN=8 andN=7, which
have higher net charges. We found that the melting tempera-

ture is, to a large extent, determined by the symmetry of the
ground state configuration and does not only depend on the
confinement energy of the particles in the system, which we
will discuss later. In order to characterize the symmetry of a
configuration, the rotations that leave the configuration in-
variant are considered. A rotation operator over an angle
2p /n is denoted byCn, and the larger the valuen is for a
configuration, the higher its symmetry. In the clustersN
=10 andN=8, which have the same configuration for the
internal particles and are invariant under rotationC2 fFigs.
2sad and 2scdg, we observed practically the same melting
temperatureTm<0.003. The clusterN=7, which corresponds
to an asymmetric arrangement of particles atT=0 sand thus
only invariant underC1d, has a similarTm. However, this
cluster shows a qualitatively very different low-temperature
behavior.

The clusterN=9, which is invariant under rotationC3, has
a largerTm than the less symmetric clustersN=8 sinvariant
underC2d and N=7 sinvariant underC1d. These facts made
us conclude that the more packed and the more symmetric
the particles are arranged, the larger the stability, and conse-
quently, the larger theTm. This is confirmed by investigating

FIG. 1. The mean squared radial displacement as a function of
temperature, considering clusters confined by a positive chargeZ
=10, and with different number of particles.

FIG. 2. Ground state configurations atT=0. All clusters are
confined by a positive chargeZ=10.
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the clusterN=6, which has the largest value forTm sFig. 1d.
Comparing the configurations of clustersN=5 sinvariant un-
der C4d and N=6 sinvariant underC5d, we observe that the
last one is more symmetric and has the highest melting tem-
perature. A similar behavior of the melting phenomenon was
observed in other clusters with different values forN andZ.
But when the symmetry of the configurations are the same,
the melting temperature is determined by the strength of the
confinement potential, as shown in Fig. 3. The systemN=8,
Z=10 is more strongly confined than the systemN=Z=8 and
has a larger melting temperature. From the above results, we
can conclude that the symmetry of the ground state configu-
ration is the dominant factor in determining the melting tem-
perature in small Coulomb confined clusters.

Now we will analyze more carefully the particular very-
low-temperature region as observed for the clusterN=7 sZ
=10d in Fig. 1. Figure 4 shows, apart from the mean squared
radial displacementfFig. 4sadg, also the average radial posi-
tion of each particlekr il fFig. 4sbdg, the mean squared radial
displacement of each particlekuR

2li fFig. 4scdg and the quan-
tities g6 fFig. 4sddg andkuR

3l fFig. 4sedg, which we will intro-
duce later. Each particle is labeled by a number, as shown in
the inset of Fig. 4sad. Note that atT=0, the ground state
configuration consists of two shells, the inner ring forming a
perfect circle, while the outer shell consists of three rings.
For T.0.0002T0 a remarkable plateau in the mean squared
radial displacement is observedssee Figs. 1 and 4d. Exactly
at this temperature the outer particles start to form one broad
ring, as shown in Fig. 4sbd, while the inner particles remain
practically frozen. Only these outer particles are responsible
for the formation of this plateau. As shown by Fig. 4scd, only
these outer particles contribute to the mean squared radial
displacement. Even more surprisingly, at the start of this pla-
teau, the outer particles form a more symmetric configura-
tion. In order to show this, we define the quantityg6
=fSi coss6uidg /6, where the summation is over the particles
around particle 1fsee inset of Fig. 4sad for the definition of
the anglesuig. This quantity is maximal for a triangular con-
figuration, namely 1, and therefore is a measure for how
close the configuration is to a symmetric and triangular con-

figuration. For the ground state of the clusterN=7 sZ=10d,
the value ofg6 is off course far from 1. But note that it
increases at the start of the plateau, indicating a more sym-
metric arrangement of the outer shell. These outer particles
also oscillate asymmetrically around their respective equilib-
rium positions, as can be confirmed by the cubic radial dis-
placementkuR

3l, defined as

kuR
3l =

1

N
o
i=1

N

ksr i − kr ild3l ;
1

N
o
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N

skr i
3l − 3kr i

2lkr il + 2kr il3d/a3.

s4d

If the oscillations around the equilibrium positions are sym-
metric, the quantitykuR

3l should be zero, while in the oppo-
site case,kuR

3l is different from zero. In Fig. 4sed the cubic

FIG. 3. The mean squared radial displacement as a function of
temperature, for clusters consisting ofN=8 particles, confined by
positive chargesZ=8 andZ=10. The ground state configurations at
T=0 are shown as inset.

FIG. 4. Results for the asymmetric clusterN=7, Z=10 sleft
columnd and the symmetric clusterN=7, Z=12.5 sright columnd:
sad, sfd mean squared radial displacement;sbd, sgd average position
of each particle;scd, shd mean squared radial displacement of the
separate particles;sdd, sid bond angular factor;sed, sjd cubic radial
displacement, as a function of temperature. The insets insad andsfd
show the ground state configuration atT=0.
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radial deviation displacement is different from zero in the
same temperature interval at which the plateau appears in the
curve kuR

3l, which corresponds to the region in which the
system changes its configuration.

Not only very asymmetric configurations show this un-
usual two-step melting process; it can also be observed in
symmetric configurations. Figures 4sfd–4sjd show the same
quantities as function of temperature as in Figs. 4sad–4sed,
but now for the configuration withN=7 with a larger con-
finement chargeZ=12.5. This increase in confinement
charge results in a symmetric ground state configurationfsee
the inset of Fig. 4sfdg. However, a similar plateau is observed
in the mean squared radial displacement of Fig. 4sfd. Note
that the outer shell consists of two rings, and that they form
a single broad shell at the start of the plateaufsee Fig. 4sgdg.
Only these outer particles contribute to the mean squared
radial displacement, as shown in Fig. 4shd. A difference with
the asymmetric configuration is that the symmetry of the
configuration does not increase at this plateau. In fact,g6
fFig. 4sidg is already close to 1 before the plateau appears.
Also note that the particles oscillate symmetrically around
their equilibrium position because the cubic radial displace-
mentkuR

3l stays zero, until the system melts completelyfFig.
4sjdg. We found that the plateau disappears if the confinement
charge is increased tillZ=14. ForZù14, the ground state is
symmetric as forZ=12.5, but the outer particles form now a
single ring. Therefore we can conclude that the two-step

melting process is due to the fact that the outer particles do
not form a single ring, resulting in a structural phase transi-
tion to a single ring configuration with increasing tempera-
ture.

In summary, we have studied the melting phenomenon of
2D Coulomb confined clusters of charged particles. We
found the surprising result that the melting temperature is not
a uniform increasing function of the strength of the binding
of the cluster. It was demonstrated that the symmetry of the
configuration is the dominant factor which determines the
melting temperature. In the case of clusters with the same
configuration, the strength of the confinement determines the
melting temperature. For the studied systems the melting
does not occur through jumps between stable states. Instead,
a two-step melting process is observed for configurations in
which the outer particles do not form an exact ring. It is a
consequence of transitions to new configurations that do not
exist atT=0.
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